Product Description










Combination Lock (with high security ABACO system)
Zinc alloy housing & barrel
With 4 wheels design (combination codes could be changeable by customers)
Wheels combination codes: 10,000 combination codes changeable
Key codes: over 1,000 key combination changeable
Master Key or Grand Master Key system available
It's able to reset any combination code by user
It's optional to lock the application by combination codes or by key
It can use the key to unlock or retrievable combination codes
With code retrievable function - you can use the key to recall your forgotten
codes

Increased Security
Looking for a perfect solution for cabinets, gym lockers, mailboxes, drawers,
equipment, or doors? 107432 combination cam lock with key override offers
code retrievable capabilities and keyless access. Secure heavy duty
combination lock has 10,000 possible combinations and master key access.
Dual access lock comes with key and combination access, and high security tubular
keyway. Popular use for combination cam locks is healthcare, education, gyms,
schools lockers, anywhere needing flexibility of combination retrieval or multiple
person access.

Easy-to-Use
Combination cam lock with key override is user friendly with easy to read dials and
open and close indicators. It provides the flexibility of combination retrieval and
multiple person access. Combination can be set in 3 easy steps for the dual access
lock. Combination lock with key override can be installed vertically or horizontally.
Cam can be placed in 180 degree or 90 degree increments (with dual whole cams).
Dual access cam lock has an easy-to-use knob with no need to twist bulky housing
that defaces surfaces.

Easy Installation
Combination cam lock with key override retrofits any standard ¾” cam hole. Dual
access lock is factory set to all zeros. It fits material thickness up to 3/8” and comes
with combination cam lock with master key override, 1 cam (1-1/2” straight cam),
cylinder nut, screw and washer, chrome finish. Dual access cam lock retrofits any
standard cam lock and is perfect for locker locks, cabinets, drawers, storage, or
mailboxes.

